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When looking for a topic we knew we wanted to research an environmental 
issue. In our Global Studies class, we did a unit on water scarcity, studying how it’s 
currently a pressing issue and how that issue will expand if we don’t do anything. 
Because of this, we became interested in a topic concerning water, a vital resource 
that’s often taken for granted in countries like ours. Researching more into it, we 
discovered the GLWQA and thought it is ideal for the theme and our interests, as we’ve 
both visited the Lakes many times. This topic also affects us more directly, since we are 
a bordering state in a nation that greatly depends on the Lakes’ resources.  

 
We started research by finding the original 1972 Agreement, which helped us 

better understand our main event. We attended History Day Library research events at 
local Libraries and made separate visits to them for further primary resources. In 
addition to this, we found multiple sources from the perspectives of both parties, 
including some sources containing the US’ perspective from the Gale Family Library. 
We also studied our sources together to compare views and gather more detailed 
information on each conflict. They consist of newspapers, primary documents, 
interviews, books, secondary sources, and videos. Upon beginning our project, we 
weren’t aware of the multiple underlying conflicts that sparked the creation of the 
GLWQA, only the major disagreements. After working on history day, we’ve found other 
significant disputes originating from the Agreement signing, and discovered how many 
ways the GLWQA applies to outside issues. 
 

We selected the website category so we could maximize the use of text and 
visuals while creating an interactive environment for viewers. We also thought a website 
would be the most effective way of presenting varying forms of evidence and analysis. 
When building our project, we started by brainstorming how we could present the 
information clearly. We gathered primary quotes that we organized with our analysis to 
support it and used pictures to make the website visually appealing and easier to 
understand. The creation of this project was not only a great learning experience on an 
otherwise overlooked, yet important part of history, but we learned how to effectively 
record relevant information and present it in a way that’s easier to process. 
 

The Great Lakes Water Quality Agreement strongly relates to this year’s theme, 
Conflict and Compromise. The disagreements surrounding responsibility of pollution, 
success accomplishing objectives and others presented in our project, all sparked 
critical compromises that furthered political conflicts. These events have also greatly 
affected the impact of our topic today. The GLWQA serves as an example of a 



binational compromise that began with failed responses and expansion of pre-existing 
conflicts, but ultimately provided more prevalent success elsewhere. Because of this, 
our topic is not just important to American and Canadian history, but the future of global 
compromises. Without the GLWQA and the Agreements modeled off it, water, arguably 
our most important resource, would be taken for granted. 


